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Gene expression in the deep biosphere
William D. Orsi1, Virginia P. Edgcomb1, Glenn D. Christman2 & Jennifer F. Biddle2

Scientific ocean drilling has revealed a deep biosphere of widespread
microbial life in sub-seafloor sediment. Microbial metabolism in
the marine subsurface probably has an important role in global
biogeochemical cycles1–3, but deep biosphere activities are not well
understood1. Here we describe and analyse the first sub-seafloor
metatranscriptomes from anaerobic Peru Margin sediment up to
159 metres below the sea floor, represented by over 1 billion com-
plementary DNA (cDNA) sequence reads. Anaerobic metabolism of
amino acids, carbohydrates and lipids seem to be the dominant
metabolic processes, and profiles of dissimilatory sulfite reductase
(dsr) transcripts are consistent with pore-water sulphate concentration
profiles1. Moreover, transcripts involved in cell division increase as
a function of microbial cell concentration, indicating that increases
in sub-seafloor microbial abundance are a function of cell division
across all three domains of life. These data support calculations1 and
models4 of sub-seafloor microbial metabolism and represent the
first holistic picture of deep biosphere activities.

Abundant microbial cells5,6 exist in sub-seafloor (.1.5 metres below
sea floor (mbsf)) sediment and represent a considerable portion of
Earth’s biomass7,8. Marine sediment contains Earth’s largest pool of
organic carbon, which may be the primary energy source for subsurface
microbes1,2,9–11. A model recently suggested biomass-turnover rates on
the order of thousands of years in the marine subsurface, and these
rates are proposed to have an impact on global biogeochemical cycling
over geological timescales4. Logistical sampling constraints, the complex
sediment matrix composed of organic material and minerals, and low
metabolic rates3,4 have all hindered directed testing of microbial activities
at the molecular level in this environment. A better understanding of
deep biosphere activities will help to define its role in global biogeo-
chemical cycles12.

We optimized a messenger RNA extraction and amplification protocol
for sub-seafloor sediment, and combined this with high-throughput
sequencing to report the first data set on microbial gene expression in
the marine subsurface, demonstrating that, despite the extremely low
metabolic rates1,4, mRNA-based investigations of the deep biosphere
are possible and informative. We used the gene-expression data to recon-
struct active community metabolism and found that our results support
calculations1 and models4 of sub-seafloor microbial activities. The Peru
Margin (Ocean Drilling Program Leg 201, Site 1229D) was analysed
because a wealth of biogeochemical data exist for this site1,4,6,9,10 that
exhibits peaks of cell abundance, in addition to profiles of sulphate and
methane suggestive of microbial activity1 (Fig. 1).

Picogram quantities of total RNA were extracted from 25 g of Peru
Margin sediment from six depths (5, 30, 50, 70, 91 and 159 mbsf),
consistent with basal levels of microbial activity predicted for this
environment3,4. Illumina sequencing of total cDNA produced over
1 billion reads, with 50–85% of reads mapping to open reading frames
(ORFs) that were assigned a functional annotation (Supplementary
Table 1).

The dominance of transcripts from Firmicutes, Actinobacteria, Alpha-
proteobacteria and Gammaproteobacteria (Supplementary Fig. 1) is
consistent with previous cultivation-based, metagenomic and phylo-
genetic surveys from Peru Margin subsurface sediment1,5,13,14, and suggests

that these are some of the most active microbial groups. The abundance
of gammaproteobacterial transcripts (Supplementary Fig. 1) suggests
that they are probably the most active microbial group in the deeper,
anoxic sub-seafloor sediment at this site. Fungal transcripts were
also present in every sample, ranging in representation from 3% at
70 mbsf to 20% at 5 mbsf Archaea and Chloroflexi are present in
noticeably low abundance, despite their previous detection at this
site6,13,15, suggesting that our approach might miss organisms with
lower mRNA expression levels. As such, interpretations of relative
abundances should be treated cautiously16. Changes in pressure and
temperature may have altered gene expression during sampling. However,
low representation of heat shock proteins (a proxy for physiological
stress response17) in protein-coding reads (,1025%) suggests that
the physiological state of most microbes was not considerably altered
during sample retrieval and storage.

Dissimilatory sulphate reduction may represent a key form of micro-
bial metabolism and energy production in the sub-seafloor1,2,18 and is
indicated by pore-water sulphate concentrations at Site 1229 (ref. 1)
(Fig. 1). Representation of dsr transcripts was highest in sediment with
sulphate profiles suggestive of biogenic sulphate reduction (Fig. 1) and
supports biogeochemical evidence for sulphate reduction at this site1,4.
Surprisingly, transcripts coding for dissimilatory nitrate reductases (nar)
were represented throughout the sediment column, despite no measure-
able nitrate (Fig. 1). The origin of nitrate as a substrate in this sediment
is unknown, but could potentially be produced as a by-product of anaer-
obic ammonium oxidation. Once produced, nitrate would probably not
accumulate to measurable concentrations given the higher free-energy
yield of nitrate as electron acceptor compared to the dominant electron
acceptors in this environment, sulphate and iron. Nitrate reduction
seems to be performed predominantly by Alphaproteobacteria and
Betaproteobacteria at most depths (Fig. 1), and the resulting nitrite is
probably reduced by Fungi, Gammaproteobacteria and Firmicutes (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3). In contrast, Deltaproteobacteria and Firmicutes are
the dominant groups expressing dsr transcripts at 5 and 30 mbsf, and
Gammaproteobacteria were the only group with detectable dsr tran-
scripts at deeper depths (Fig. 1). Expression of dsr transcripts from
a methanogenic lineage (Fig. 1) in the deep biosphere supports the
evidence that anaerobic oxidation of methane may not be an obligate
syntrophic process19.

Gene expression from methanogenic lineages was found, including
from Methanosarcinales, which contain the anaerobic methane-oxidizing
group (ANME)-2 (ref. 20) (Supplementary Fig. 4). However, we did
not detect any transcripts coding for methyl-coenzyme M reductase
(mcrA), arguably the best diagnostic enzyme for anaerobic oxidation of
methane and methanogenesis. This could be explained by low levels of
archaeal mRNA expression and a masking of mcrA gene expression by
archaeal housekeeping genes. As a DNA-based study detected mcrA
genes from this site21, this explanation seems likely. Consistent with
DNA-based observations from other sites20, gene expression from
methanogens was detected in the sulphate-reduction zones (Sup-
plementary Fig. 4). Methylotrophic methanogenesis has been docu-
mented in shallow-sediment sulphate-reduction zones that contain
noncompetitive substrates such as trimethylamine22,23. Our detection
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of trimethylamine methyltransferase transcripts from Methanosarcinales
and Methanobacteriales (Supplementary Fig. 4) suggests that this process
occurs in the deep sub-seafloor and supports previous suggestions of
biogenic methane at this site1. Although Crenarchaeota have been
suggested to be dominant at this site6,13,15, they are a minority contri-
bution to the metatranscriptome (Supplementary Fig. 1), even with in-
corporating new, partially completed, single-cell genomes from shallow
sediments24 (Supplementary Table 2). One explanation is that Crenar-
chaeota may have relatively low levels of mRNA expression in the deep
biosphere.

A model suggests turnover of microbial biomass in this environment4,
but at the extremely low metabolic rates proposed it is unknown whether
growth yield leads to cell division or to biomass turnover without
division4,25. Representation of transcripts involved in cell division (Sup-
plementary Table 3) increases at sulphate–methane transition zones
(SMTZs), where cell abundances increase by an order of magnitude
(P 5 0.03, Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. 5). Our data indicate that the
portion of the vegetative population that is actively dividing is largest in
the SMTZs, and that observed peaks in cell counts at SMTZs are a
result of in situ cell division. Cell-division transcripts from all three
domains of life strongly indicate a diversity of actively dividing cells
in deeply buried sediment, including Fungi. The dominance of tran-
scripts involved in amino acid metabolism (Fig. 2) and coding for
peptidases (Supplementary Fig. 6) support a recent model of amino
acid turnover in the deep biosphere4 and evidence for peptidase activity
in shallow marine sediments24.

Microbial motility has been proposed for deep sediment5; however,
calculations of mean metabolic rates suggest that flagellar motility may
not be possible in the deep biosphere26. We detected expressed ORFs
involved in flagellar-, gliding- and twitching-based motility (Supplemen-
tary Table 3) up to 159 mbsf (Fig. 3), and the abundance of these
categories decreases with decreasing sediment porosity (P 5 0.01,
Fig. 3), indicating that microbial motility is related to the space available

for movement. The evidence for motility presented here implies that
metabolic rates are not equal across all cells in the deep biosphere and
that some cells may be considerably more metabolically active than
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Figure 2 | Profiles of deep biosphere metabolic activities in Peru Margin
sediment. The proportion of reads mapping to ORFs assigned to amino acid,
lipid and carbohydrate metabolism (eleven most dominant taxa shown). Note
the relative abundance of amino acid metabolism (both anabolic and catabolic)
relative to lipid and carbohydrate metabolism across all depths. See
Supplementary Fig. 2 for the number of sequences and ORFs used in each
comparison, and E values for hits in the COG database.
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Figure 1 | Biogeochemical and gene-expression profiles of the deep
biosphere from Peru Margin sediment, Ocean Drilling Program Site 1229D.
a, Cell abundance, sulphate concentrations and methane concentrations.
Dotted lines indicate the SMTZs. Values were taken from the Ocean Drilling
Program Janus Database (http://www-odp.tamu.edu/database/). b, Proportion
of cell-division transcripts within the cluster of orthologous genes (COG) class

D (cell cycle control/cell division/chromosome partitioning, n 5 30.22 million
reads). See Supplementary Table 3 for a description of cell-division proteins.
c, d, The proportion of dsr (c) and nar (d) transcripts relative to total transcripts
involved in energy production (COG class C, n 5 92.33 million reads). See
Supplementary Fig. 2 for number of sequences and ORFs used in each
comparison, and E-values for hits in the COG database.
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others. The offset in taxonomic assignment of motility reads (Sup-
plementary Fig. 7) relative to total mRNA reads (Supplementary Fig. 1)
is suggestive of such differences.

DNA repair may represent a mechanism by which microbes in the
deep biosphere are able to cope with the slow degradation of DNA over
geological timescales due to spontaneous chemical or radiolytic reac-
tions in the sub-seafloor25,26. The representation of DNA-repair tran-
scripts involved in nucleotide excision and mismatch repair (Sup-
plementary Table 3) increases linearly with sediment depth (P 5 0.004,
Fig. 3). This suggests that DNA repair is a survival mechanism for
microbial populations in ancient sediment and supports the suggestion
that dormancy may not be a feasible survival strategy for the deep
biosphere, because it does not completely arrest the slow degradation
of DNA25,26.

Fungal metabolic transcripts confirm previous suggestions of living
fungi in the sub-seafloor9,13,27, and are the first direct evidence for active
fungal metabolism in the deep biosphere. Five per cent of transcripts
involved in carbohydrate, amino acid and lipid metabolism were
assigned to Fungi, suggesting that Fungi have an overlooked role in
organic carbon turnover in sub-seafloor sediment (Fig. 2). Fungal
expression of transcripts coding for hydrolases involved in protein,
carbohydrate and lipid degradation (Supplementary Fig. 6) indicates
that they degrade a variety of organic substrates in deep sub-seafloor
sediment.

Microbial expression of antibiotic defence mechanisms, polyketide
synthases and non-ribosomal proteins was detected (Supplementary
Fig. 8). Polyketide synthases and non-ribosomal proteins are involved in
the biosynthesis of natural products (for example, antibiotics, immuno-
suppressants and antifungals) of clinical and industrial importance.
These findings warrant further investigation into potentially novel
secondary metabolites produced by the deep biosphere, and support
the hypothesis that the deep biosphere may represent a ‘seed bank’ of
biotechnological and biomedical innovation28.

A comparison of the metatranscriptomic data to existing metage-
nomic data sets from this site13,29 reveals an increased representation of

key metabolic and cell cycle functional genes in the metatranscrip-
tome, including those involved in DNA repair, replication and tran-
scription, amino acid biosynthesis and lipid biosynthesis (Fig. 4). The
significant difference between mRNA and metagenome samples with
similar biogeochemical profiles (upper SMTZ and 50 mbsf: 5 out of 12
samples) suggests these to be some of the more active processes.
Although not a primary group in the overall annotations, activity of
Archaea in the deep biosphere is highlighted by archaeal ATPase and
DNA polymerase transcripts that are overrepresented in the metatran-
scriptomes relative to metagenomes (P , 0.0005, Fig. 4). An analysis of
similarity test indicates that the gene-expression approach captures a
markedly different picture of microbial activities compared to DNA-
based data (P 5 0.001, Supplementary Fig. 9). As deep biosphere studies
move forward, joint investigation of both nucleic acid pools is needed
for full interpretation of metabolic activity and potential.

Metatranscriptomic analysis enables a refined view of deep biosphere
activities. Microbial activity in deeply buried marine sediment is
important because the collective activities of subsurface microbiota
directly influences whether important elements such as carbon are
sequestered for millions of years in sediment or returned to the ocean,
affecting food webs and climate12. Our data suggest that the latter is
mediated by diverse metabolic activities across all three domains of life
in the sub-seafloor.

METHODS SUMMARY
Sample collection. Subsurface sediment samples from the continental shelf of
Peru, Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Site 1229D (77u 57.45909 W, 10u 58.57219 S),
were obtained during ODP Leg 201 on 6 March 2002.
RNA extraction, purification and amplification. RNA was extracted from 25 g
of sub-seafloor sediment according to the protocol described previously26 using
the FastRNA Pro Soil-Direct Kit (MP Biomedicals). In addition to the manufac-
turer’s instructions, physical and chemical adjustments to the sample were used to
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Figure 3 | Transcripts involved in cell motility and DNA repair. a, The
percentage of reads mapping to ORFs coding for proteins involved in different
modes of cellular motility. See Supplementary Table 3 for descriptions. b, A
correlation of cell-motility transcripts versus sediment porosity (R2 5 0.8,
P 5 0.01) and 95% prediction interval (red dotted lines). c, The percentage of
reads mapping to ORFs involved in DNA repair (only eleven most dominant
taxa are shown). See Supplementary Table 3 for descriptions. d, A correlation of
DNA-repair transcripts versus sediment depth (R2 5 0.9, P 5 0.004) and 95%
prediction interval (red dotted lines). See Supplementary Fig. 2 for the number
of sequences and ORFs used in each comparison and E values for ORF hits in
COG database.
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Figure 4 | A comparison of gene-expression data to existing metagenomic
studies13,29 from Ocean Drilling Program Site 1229. Functional genes
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increase RNA yield and purity (see Methods). DNA was removed using the
TURBO DNA-free kit (Life Technologies), increasing the incubation time to 1 h
to ensure rigorous DNA removal. The MEGAclear RNA purification kit (Life
Technologies) was used to further purify the RNA. Removal of contaminating
DNA in RNA extracts was confirmed by the absence of visible amplification of
small subunit ribosomal RNA genes after 35 cycles of PCR using the RNA extracts
as template. Total RNA was used as template for cDNA amplification using the
Ovation RNA-Seq v2 System (NuGEN technologies).
Bioinformatic analyses. Quality control was performed using FastQC (http://
www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Read assembly and map-
ping were performed in CLC Genomics Workbench 5.0 (CLC Bio). The Rapid
Analysis of Multiple Metagenomes with a Clustering and Annotation Pipeline
(RAMMCAP), available through CAMERA (Community Cyberinfrastructure for
Advanced Microbial Ecology Research and Analysis, http://camera.calit2.net/),
was used to annotate contigs against COG and Pfam databases. Heatmaps and
statistical tests were performed in R (http://www.r-project.org/) using the vegan
(http://vegan.r-forge.r-project.org/) and matR (http://metagenomics.anl.gov)
packages. Taxonomic assignments of contigs were performed using PhymmBL30

with addition of fungal genomes available in the NCBI RefSeq and JGI databases
and four partial single-cell archaeal genomes from a shallow-sediment site24.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper.
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METHODS
Sample collection and storage. Subsurface sediment samples from the contin-
ental shelf of Peru, Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) Site 1229D (77u 57.45909 W,
10u 58.57219 S), were obtained during ODP Leg 201 on 6 March 2002. Careful
precautions were taken to avoid contamination during the sampling process. For
Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP) cores, contamination tests were performed
using perfluorocarbon tracers and fluorescent microspheres (for more informa-
tion see http://www-odp.tamu.edu/publications/201_IR). Sediment samples were
immediately frozen at 280 uC after sampling and stored at 280 uC until used for
mRNA extractions in this study (10-year storage time at 280 uC).
RNA extraction and purification. Extraction of sub-seafloor RNA was performed
according to the protocol described previously26. In brief, RNA was extracted from
25 g of sediment using the FastRNA Pro Soil-Direct Kit (MP Biomedicals). It was
necessary to scale up the volume of sediment that is typically extracted with the kit
(,0.5 g) owing to the low biomass inherent to marine subsurface samples. All
tubes, tips and disposables used were certified RNase free and all extraction pro-
cedures were performed in a laminar flow hood to reduce aerosol contamination
by bacterial and fungal cells/spores. Five 15-ml Lysing Matrix E tubes (MP
Biomedicals) were filled with 5 g sediment and 5 ml of Soil Lysis Solution (MP
Biomedicals). Tubes were vortexed to suspend the sediment and Soil Lysis Solution
was added to the tube leaving 1 ml of headspace. Tubes were then homogenized for
60 s on the FastPrep-24 homogenizer (MP Biomedicals) with a setting of 4.5. Contents
were pooled into two 50-ml tubes and centrifuged for 30 min at 4,000 r.p.m.
(3,220g) at room temperature (25 uC). Supernatants were combined in a new
50-ml tube and 1/10 volume of 2 M sodium acetate (pH 4.0) was added. An equal
volume of phenol-chloroform (pH 6.5) was added and vortexed for 30 s, incubated
for 5 min at room temperature, and spun at 4,000 r.p.m. (3,220g) for 20 min at 4 uC.
The aqueous phase was transferred to a new 50-ml tube. Nucleic acids were pre-
cipitated by adding 2.5 and 1/10 volumes 100% ethanol and 3 M sodium acetate,
respectively, and incubating overnight at 280 uC. The next day, tubes were spun at
4,000 r.p.m. (3,220g) for 60 min at 4 uC and the supernatant removed. Pellets were
washed with 70% ethanol, spun for 15 min at 4 uC and air-dried. Dried pellets were
resuspended with 0.25 ml RNase-free sterile water and combined into a new
1.5-ml tube. 1/10 volume of 2 M sodium acetate (pH 4.0) and an equal volume
of phenol-chloroform (pH 6.5) were added, vortexed for 1 min and incubated for
5 min at room temperature. This was necessary to remove residual organic material
(that is, humic acids) resulting from the rather large pellet/precipitate. After cent-
rifuging at 14,000 r.p.m. (20,817g) for 10 min at 4 uC, the top phase was removed
into a new 1.5-ml tube. 0.7 volumes of 100% isopropanol was added and incubated
for 1 h at 220 uC (to precipitate nucleic acids). Tubes were then centrifuged for
20 min at 14,000 r.p.m. (20,817g) at 4 uC and the supernatant removed. Pellets were
washed with 70% ethanol and centrifuged at 14,000 r.p.m. (20,817g) for 5 min at
4 uC. After removing ethanol and air-drying, pellets were re-suspended in 0.2 ml of
RNase free sterile water. DNA was removed using the Turbo DNA-free kit (Life
Technologies), increasing the incubation time to 1 h to ensure rigorous DNA
removal. After this step, samples were taken through the protocol supplied with
the FastRNA Pro Soil-Direct kit to the end (starting at the RNA Matrix and RNA
Slurry addition step), including the column purification step to remove residual
humic acids (see FastRNA Pro Soil-Direct Kit manual). Extraction blanks were
performed (adding sterile water instead of sample) to ensure that aerosolized
contaminants did not enter sample and reagent tubes during the extraction process.
Absence of DNA and RNA contamination was confirmed by no visible amplifica-
tion of small subunit (SSU) ribosomal RNA (rRNA) and rRNA genes from extrac-
tion blanks after 35 cycles of PCR and RT–PCR.

After RNA extraction, used the MEGA-Clear RNA Purification Kit (Life Tech-
nologies) to purify the RNA. This kit removes short RNA fragments (mostly pro-
duced during the extraction protocol) and residual inhibitors (that is, humics). We
followed the protocol all the way through the optional precipitation/concentration
step, re-suspending the RNA pellet in 10ml of RNase-free sterile water. Before
cDNA amplification, the removal of contaminating DNA in RNA extracts was
confirmed by the absence of visible amplification of SSU rRNA genes after 35
cycles of PCR using the RNA extracts as template.
cDNA amplification and Illumina sequencing. Five microlitres of purified RNA
was used as template for whole-cDNA amplification using the Ovation RNA-Seq
v2 System (NuGEN technologies, http://www.nugeninc.com/nugen/index.cfm/
products/cs/ngs/rna-seq-v2/). We followed the manufacturer’s instructions for
cDNA amplification, and the resulting quantity of cDNA was checked on a Nanodrop
(Thermo Scientific) and Fluorometer (Qubit 2.0, Life Technologies). Quality of the
amplified cDNA was checked on a Bioanalyzer (Agilent Biotechnologies) before
Illumina sequencing. Illumina library preparation and paired-end sequencing was
performed at the University of Delaware Sequencing and Genotyping Center
(Delaware Biotechnology Institute).

Quality control and assembly. Quality control of the data set was performed
using FastQC (http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/), with
a quality score cutoff of 28. Approximately 1 billion paired-end reads that passed
quality control were imported into CLC Genomics Workbench 5.0 (CLC Bio) and
assembled using the paired-end Illumina assembler. Contigs were assembled over
a range of k-mer sizes (20, 50, 60, 64) with a minimum contig size cutoff of 300
nucleotides. The k-mer size of 50 resulted in the highest number of contigs and
these contigs were chosen for use in downstream analyses. To reduce the forma-
tion of chimaeric assemblies, we used a paired-end sequencing approach and
performed assemblies without scaffolding. Reads were mapped onto the contigs
using the read mapping option in CLC Genomics Workbench to retain informa-
tion on relative abundance of contigs.
Functional annotation of contigs. Contigs were submitted to CAMERA (Commu-
nity Cyberinfrastructure for Advanced Microbial Ecology Research and Analysis,
http://camera.calit2.net/) and assigned to COG families, gene ontologies (GO) and
protein families (Pfam), using the Rapid Analysis of Multiple Metagenomes with a
Clustering and Annotation Pipeline (RAMMCAP) using the 6 reading frame
translation option for ORF prediction and BLASTn for rRNA identifications.
The cutoff criterion E value of 1025 was used for BLASTx searches against the
COG, Pfam and TIGRfam databases. For identification of bacterial and archaeal
ORFs, the RAMMCAP analyses were performed using the bacterial and archaeal
genetic code (-t 11 in advanced options). For identification of fungal ORFs, addi-
tional RAMMCAP analyses were performed using the standard genetic code for
eukaryotes and the alternative yeast genetic code (-t 1 and –t 12 in advanced
options). For comparative analysis of the metatranscriptomes to existing meta-
genomes from ODP Site 1229D we submitted the metatranscriptomes to MG-
RAST (http://metagenomics.anl.gov), which were annotated according to the
standard bioinformatics pipeline (http://blog.metagenomics.anl.gov/mg-rast-for-
the-impatient-readme-1st/).
Taxonomic annotation of contigs. Contigs were assigned to high-level taxonomic
groups (class level and above) using PhymmBL30. In addition to the default inter-
polated Markov model (IMM) database (that contains only bacterial and archaeal
genomes), all fungal genomes available in the NCBI RefSeq database and JGI
database, along with several representative protistan and plant genomes, were
added to the IMM database (using the customGenomicData.pl script available
with the PhymmBL download) to facilitate identification of eukaryotic contigs.
Cutoffs for annotation accuracy were chosen on the basis of default recommenda-
tions. Taxonomic identifications of contigs made using PhymmBL30 were integrated
with the functional annotations from CAMERA (BLASTx searches against the
COG database and HMMer searches against Pfam database) and the read mapping
information from assemblies. This was done using several custom PERL scripts
that are available from the authors upon request.
Statistical analyses. Analyses of overexpression of expressed genes relative to meta-
genome samples was performed using the R statistical package (http://www.r-project.
org/), with the MG-RAST matR library (http://metagenomics.anl.gov). To maintain
abundance information, assembled contig sequences from each sample were uploaded
to MG RAST with the read mapping abundance added to the fasta headers as
specified on the MG RAST website. Statistically significant differences in over-
expressed functional genes relative to genes detected in metagenomes were deter-
mined by a Kruskal–Wallis test with a P value cutoff of 0.0005. All rRNA reads
were removed from both metagenomic and metatranscriptomic data sets before
comparison. Data were normalized in MG RAST with a log-based transformation:

Ys,i 5 log2 (Xs,i 1 1)

in which Xs,i represents an abundance measure (i) in sample (s). Log-transformed
counts from each sample were then standardized (data centering) according to the
following equation:

Zs,i 5 [(Ys,i 2 Ys)/ss]

in which Zs,i is the standardized abundance of an individual measure Ys,i (log-
transformed from previous equation). From each log-transformed measure of (i)
in sample (s), the mean of all transformed values (Ys) is subtracted and the
difference is divided by the standard deviation (ss) of all log-transformed values
for the given sample. After log transformation and standardization, the values for
the functional categories within each sample were scaled from 0 (minimum value
of all samples) to 1 (maximum value of all samples), which is a uniform scaling that
does not affect the relative differences of values within a single sample or between 2
or more samples. This procedure places the value of functional categories (that is,
COG categories) from each sample on a scale from 0 to 1 and was used to produce
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figures (that is, heatmaps or principal component analysis) where the abundance
range is on a scale from 0 to 1 (that is, Fig. 4). Normalized data that passed the
Kruskal–Wallis test (P value cutoff criterion 0.0005) were used as input for heatmap
presentation, UPGMA hierarchical clustering and principal component analysis in
R, using the matR package (http://metagenomics.anl.gov). Analysis of similarity
(ANOSIM) analyses were performed on the normalized data in R, using the vegan
package (http://vegan.r-forge.r-project.org/). ANOSIM was performed with 999

permutations using a Bray–Curtis distance metric. Correlations of gene-expression
data with geochemical and geophysical metadata were performed using the lm
and predict commands in R, which are used to fit linear models to relationships
between two different variables. The data for these analyses were normalized in the
same fashion as Figs 1, 2, 3 and Supplementary Figs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8 (that is, the
relative abundance, per sample, of transcripts mapping to ORFs that were annotated
to each functional COG category).
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